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THE GIN TO MY TONIC IS BACK… Sip Sip Hooray!
We’d like to start our introduction today on a personal note, by thanking you
for your kindness and understanding over the last 18 months. It’s not been easy
for the hospitality and event industry, but we recognise it’s not been easy for,
well…. anyone! Whilst The Gin To My Tonic may look like a large business from
the outside, we are actually a relatively small but super passionate team that
has been truly touched by your patience and support around our return.
Whilst we may have been unable to deliver our festivals and meet the
makers shows as planned this last year, we’ve certainly kept ourselves busy by
establishing ourselves as one of the largest gin communities in the UK. We’ve
launched a fabulous online store to bring together all the gins you try at our
events (or catch your eye on our social media channels) in one easy to find
location. We won Best Virtual Gin Event for our Virtual G&T Tastings which we
continue to run on the last Saturday of every month. And, we’ve launched our
very own Gin (and Rum) range including classics like Yuzu & Schezuan Pepper
and Folly Gin, and the fruity delights of Raspberry & Mango and Orange &
Passionfruit.
We now look ahead with excitement as our award-winning Gin Festivals
resume, and we’ll once again partner with Fever-Tree in order to take you on
one epic journey of gin discovery. Having built The Gin To My Tonic around a
passion for sharing the hard graft and talent of craft distillers old and new, we’ll
be continuing with this ethos now that events resume. Whilst events maybe
back, change is most certainly in the air as we bring you new gins behind our
bars, new perfect serves, and new exhibiting distilleries alongside familiar faces.
Our gin community is the beating heart of The Gin To My Tonic, and we love
nothing more than celebrating gin with you all. Thank you for joining us on this
gin-venture!

Em & Paul
The Gin To My Tonic

GIN STAGE PROGRAMME
12.45pm & 6.45pm
Small Batch Gin, Biggar Mentality with Biggar Gin
Biggar mentality is all about a small scale, rare, batch philosophy that reflects a
passion, ambition and taste which is big. Inspired by their home at the foot of the
Tinto Hills by the Scottish Town of Biggar, this is a unique opportunity to sample
and celebrate a truly unique Scottish Gin.
1.30pm & 7.30pm
Creating Cocktails at Home with Locksley Distilling
Throughout Lockdown, Cynthia from Locksley Distilling has been making cocktails
LIVE on Instagram to inspire and entertain.
Now you can taste some of her creations in person, and help create a new one
in the process. Cynthia will talk you through her creative processes, and ask for
suggestions, resulting in a cocktail designed for you, by you.
2.15pm & 8.15pm
The Magical Art of Making Gin
As a Family with Shoogle Gin
There are many ways to create, make and sell gin in today’s booming gin world;
from choosing botanicals and bottles, through to chucking on a label. There’s no one
right way or route map that anyone can follow to assure success, but by learning a
little bit about how the Shoogle family developed their own gin, you can certainly
learn about some of the things not to do, whilst tasting the award-winning results of
their signature creation.
3.00pm & 9.00pm
A Journey into Southeast Asia with Tarsier Spirit
Want to learn about Southeast Asian flavours? Then head to the Tarsier masterclass
where the Founders will take you on a journey around Southeast Asia and inspire
you with their exotic botanicals and influences from the Philippines, Thailand,
Vietnam, Cambodia & Taipei.

Super Cubes deliver
ice-cold G&T’s at
all The Gin to My
Tonic Events!
the Next Big Thing In your G&T
The Ice Co is super excited to announce our
partnership with The Gin to My Tonic
Meet-the-Maker Shows, to bring ice-cold
G&T’s to all attendees.

Why Super Cubes?

Super Cubes are solid chunks of crystal clear,
spring water ice, 3 times larger than standard
cubes. Their large surface area means they melt
extremely slowly but cool your drink extra
quickly, resulting in very little dilution allowing
you to enjoy the full taste of your G&T. Not only
this, but we think they look really
great in your drink….

Extra Fizz!

Slight imperfections in the cube make the tonic
water fizz more and for longer….amazing, right?
So, when making the
finest drinks, would
you want to use anything
other than the finest ice?
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Spot Super Cubes
in your drinks at
the shows

Game changers, once you’ve tried
them you’ll never go back! - Ocado fan

1881 Gin • B26
Crafted in the Scottish Borders, 1881 Gin is inspired by
the natural spring water and the hills and forests around
them, they include fir needles, hawthorn and birch in all
of their products. The story of Peebles Hydro has also
been influential in developing the range. With five unique
expressions there is something for everyone.
Hydro London Dry has fresh and piney notes.
Pavilion Pink is made with lovely local berries.
Rafters Subtly Smoked is a reminder of when they lost
their hotel due to a fire.
Honours Navy Strength, at one point Peebles Hydro was
a forces hospital during both world wars. This one is to
honour those efforts.
Tiffin is aromatic and spicy and absolutely cracking
partnering an Indian meal.

Atlas Gins • E20
Atlas Gins - the spirit of adventure
Atlas Gins go beyond traditional botanical blends. Drawing
on inspiration from traditional recipes and flavours from
around the world – the blended spices that give chai its
welcoming warmth, the fragrant sweetness of Persian
Love Cake, and the umami kick of our Japanese Shichimi
gin – we have created a range of gins designed to appeal
to those who love to explore new tastes and ideas.
Atlas Gins source and select only the finest botanicals, our
gin is one shot distilled in a copper still, to ensure that it’s
smoother and that nothing impairs the flavour.

Beaufort Spirit • B2
Beaufort Spirit produces powerful character liquids
designed to challenge preconceptions. The fractious
offspring of fine fragrance brand Beaufort London, the
drinks arm of the company combines a perfumer’s
knowledge of flavour and fragrance with the distiller’s
art to create refined spirits that push at accepted
category limits. BeauFort VS Gin is an overproof smoked
gin, blending smoke, citrus and spice – equally good
company by itself or mixed. Three Tides Rum combines
our signature smoke, aged rums and an infusion of british
botanicals – a sophisticated party-goer. Their award
winning spirits continue to intrigue and surprise.

Ben Lomond Gin • B24
Ben Lomond Gin is a distinctive, small batch premium gin
established by Loch Lomond Distillery; a historic spirit
producer situated just off the shores of Loch Lomond.
Inspired by the majesty of the mountain and its dramatic
backdrop overlooking Loch Lomond and the Trossachs
National Park, Ben Lomond was created to embody
both the beauty of this famous location and its abundant
natural produce. Locally foraged rowanberries were
added to the stills alongside luscious, hand-picked Scottish
blackcurrants. The rich sweetness of these vibrant purple
berries complements the crispness of the rowanberries,
creating a distinctively fresh and smooth gin.

Biggar Gin • C22
Biggar as a place has a reputation for innovation and
punching above its weight and The Biggar Gin Co. is no
exception. The Bigger Gin Co. was established by brothers
Stuart and Euan McVicar in 2018. The distillery is located
at the bottom of Tinto Hill in South Lanarkshire and their
gin is based on a philosophy.
The philosophy centres on a ‘Biggar Mentality’. Small batch,
quality crafted gins that mix tradition and innovation.
Combining modern distilling methods whilst refining
processes and adapting new methods to make unique gin.
Gin that is made with passion, care and a focus on taste
that reflects the local landscape but also pays homage to
traditional gin.

Boe Gin • E12
Be colourful with Boe Gin and stand out from the crowd!
Each variant, whether it be Passion Fruit, Violet, Peach &
Hibiscus, Bramble, Spiced Orange or Scottish Gin, delivers
a distinctive and unmistakably vibrant taste. Amazing to
look at and delicious to sip, their gorgeous gins leave a
lasting impression.

Brockmans Gin • E2
Traditions bind us. They provide continuity across
generations. Left unbroken they are sources of comfort
and reassurance through the tumultuousness of time.
But they can also lead to complacency and the worst sin
of all… boredom. Who made the rules? Who declared
unequivocally that this is proper and that isn’t? Imagine
the arrogance… True, Brockmans is unlike any gin you’ve
tasted before or are likely to ever taste again, but does
that make them improper? Hardly. With the decidedly
untraditional tones of blueberries, citrus and coriander
countering the traditional juniper notes … walk past the
usual into the unexpected. And if that is improper, we
respectfully ask, who would ever want to be proper?

Caorunn Gin • E30
Since 2009, Caorunn has been handcrafted in small
batches at Balmenach Distillery in the Speyside region of
the Scottish Highlands.
Caorunn {pronounced ‘ka-roon’} is inspired from the
Gaelic word for ‘Rowan Berry’; which is of five unique
Celtic botanicals at the heart of Caorunn. We hand-forage
the rowan berry along with four other Celtic botanicals:
dandelion, coul blush apple, heather and bog myrtle; all
of which can be found within a ten-minute walk of the
distillery.
These are then paired with six traditional gin botanicals, to
distil Caorunn in the world’s only working Copper Berry
Chamber. This unique process allows maximum flavour
to be extracted from the botanicals, resulting in a wellbalanced, fresh & fruity gin with a long dry finish.

Castle Hill Gin • D20
Founded by Tom Clark during lockdown 2020, Castle Hill
Gin is based in Huddersfield and has quickly become an
award winning distillery thanks to its Lady Grey Tea gin!
Demand has been exceptional and along with a delicious
London Dry Gin and brand new Rhubarb and Apple gin
there are a number of other flavours in the pipeline due
to be released over the coming months!

CBA Gin • E24
Working with Silent Pool, the award winning distillery, the
founders Peter and Chris have created a range of elegant
gins that conjure up the flavours they discovered during
their international travels.
California Gin
Think sunlit days in Orange County named after the
rolling acres of Valencian orange groves, heavy with sweet
juicy fruit ripening under a warm sun. If you can’t go in
person, go in spirit.
Marrakech Gin
Imagine the warm spices wafting through the sultry air in
the busy souks of Marrakech. Infused with bright citrus
and fragrant Moroccan spice, this gin is inspired by the
wonderful tastes and aromas of Marrakech.

Colombo NO.7 • C16
Founded in 1924, Rockland Distilleries was the first
commercial distillery to be established in Sri Lanka.
Colombo No7 is a definitive London Dry Gin based on a
70-year-old recipe created during WWII. With its unusual
list of ingredients, Colombo No7 consists of seven spices
and botanicals - together, they create a complex aroma
surrounded by a beautiful medley of subtle spice notes
which forms an unexpected harmony. Primary ingredients
are juniper berries, coriander, angelica and liquorice.
Secondary ingredients are Sri Lankan cinnamon bark,
curry leaves and ginger. Our gin is handcrafted in small
batches from copper pot stills to create an exceptional
distilled London Dry Gin and Ration Navy Gin.

Crossbill Distilling • B8
Crossbill Distilling is an established distiller with
experience dating back to 2006. Gin production began
in 2012 in Aviemore, before relocating to the legendary
Barras in Glasgow’s East End, where they distill their multi
award-winning, Handcrafted Scottish gins. Our gins are
a celebration of Scottish nature, made with wild, fresh
botanicals, harvested by hand then macerated before
being distilled. They focus on attention to detail to deliver
the best in quality and taste. Crossbill Distillery & Shop
also hosts the hugely popular Gin School where guests
can distill their own unique creation to take away and
enjoy.

Cuckoo Gin Lancashire • E34
Inspired by the legend of ‘The Brindle Cuckoo’ each bottle
of Cuckoo Gin is lovingly distilled with fresh water from
their spring, using ingredients that are locally sourced
and grown on their farm. From growing ingredients on
the farm, to using waste materials to heat the still and
feed the animals, at Brindle Distillery, they are committed
to making a difference whilst making spirits. Their range
of gins are international award winners, these include a
Signature London Dry Gin, Aromatic Spiced Gin, Sunshine
Gin which is infused with honey from their own bees and
raspberries and their recently launched Supernova Gin
that explodes with flavour from the grapefruit.

Divine Gin • E8
Divine Gin is brought to you from the stunning Holme
Valley in Yorkshire and has been created by Ray & Rachel,
who met whilst serving in the Royal Air Force. The
bottle features wings as a nod to their time served and
as a thank you to all armed forces past and present, the
emergency services and NHS workers offer Blue Light
Discount.
They are proud to say every stage of the gins production
is completed in house, development, distilling to
distribution and everything in between! Whilst also
working with brand owners to create bespoke recipes.
Go say hello as they love a chat and discover them
beforehand on social media @divinegin.

Eden Mill • B10
Eden Mill started in 2012, with the mission to revive the
lost art of distilling and brewing in St. Andrews. Based on
the historic site of the Seggie Distillery, Eden Mill was the
first to make spirits in the region in over 150 years.
Eden Mill is on a mission to lead the way for sustainability
within the drinks industry in Scotland. In 2022, Eden Mill
will open our climate-positive distillery in Guardbridge,
St. Andrews, where power and heat for our stills will
be generated using a combination of our neighbouring
biomass plant and solar panels on the distilleries roof.

Faith and Sons • E22
They are people whose lives are lived with simplicity. Their
philosophy is at the heart of their distillery, and is reflected
in the way they make their spirits. Fuelled by passion and
encouraged by faith.
Fine Modern Spirits Driven By Exploration

Farmhouse Gin • D16
Farmhouse Gin was launched in 2020 and blends flavour
inspiration taken from the Middle East with Scottish
excellence in distilling. Their first gin is a classic London
Dry with sumac as its star botanical – it adds warmth,
citrus and a hint of spice to create a gin we absolutely
love and can’t wait for you to try yourself. The Gin To My
Tonic is Farmhouse Gin’s first ever event so go and say
hello and learn the story behind the family farm in the
Borders and our camel mascot!

Four Pillars Gin • B22
Four Pillars Gin is an Australian Gin Brand, with one clear
focus, creating great gin. Starting out in December 2013, the
brand now has 5 gins, multiple gold medals at international
spirits competitions and a brand new distillery operation
in Healesville,Yarra Valley. The name Four Pillars originates
from the four qualities they believed could make their
modern Australian take on gin just a little bit delicious and
awesome, which are stills, water, botanicals and love. Four
Pillars pride themselves on their sustainability, especially
focusing on the reduce and reuse elements.

Fraiser Liqueur • E32
Fraiser is a uniquely Scottish drink blending the flavours
of premium Scotch Whisky with wild strawberries.
Created by Master Blender, Fraiser is a rich, smooth and
distinctive liqueur of real character and depth of taste. The
wild strawberry infusion combines with notes of vanilla,
almond and cinnamon and blends with fine Scotch Whisky
to give Fraiser a truly distinctive taste.
It is perfect served over ice or mixed with ginger ale, a
generous slice of strawberry and freshly squeezed lime.
Fraiser is an ideal base for cocktails, download the free
Frasier of Scotland APP for amazing cocktail recipes.

Glaswegin • C14
Glaswegin are excited to be releasing their first ever full
strength flavoured gin to their home crowd at the SEC
this weekend. Stop by and be amongst the first in the
WORLD to try Raspberry and Rhubarb Glaswegin!
More About Glaswegin:
Distilled in an artisan still in the heart of Glasgow, their small
batch gin features a unique blend of eight gin botanicals,
resulting in an award-winningly smooth spirit. Crowned
Scotland’s Best London Dry Gin in the World Gin Awards
2021, Glaswegin is a Scottish gin inspired by the nononsense style of the city of Glasgow and its people.

Gyre and Gimble • E16
From Salt Water infused Coastal Gin to Juniper Distillate
diluted London Dry, Gyre & Gimble is a new addition
to the distilling world making waves and winning awards.
Subtly inspired by the world of Lewis Carrol they are
an Eco Friendly distillery that compliments a Zero
Waste Cocktail bar based in Norwich, with an ethos of
supporting local. They forage locally where possible, use
local suppliers and give a percentage of profits to a charity
that helps preserve and maintain the Norfolk coast and its
marine life. Come and say hi. Lets drink some Gin.

Hepple Spirits • B16
The Hepple Spirits Company was founded to reveal
the true, invigorating taste of wild juniper. To do this
they combine the wonders of nature with cutting
edge technology. Hepple, located high in the remote
Northumbrian Hills, has one of the purest natural
environments in Britain and as a result juniper thrives.
They hand-pick the juniper berries from the wild
sanctuary when still green. These form the centrepiece
to their gin.

Highland Boundary Distillery • D14
Highland Boundary distil modern, Scottish botanical spirits
and liqueurs inspired by the Scottish wilderness. This
new generation of spirits draws on nature for surprising
flavours made from sustainably, hand-picked botanicals
from the forests of Scotland. The range has forest-fresh,
floral, berry and citrus-spicy based flavours and tones.
Designed for versatility and flexibility, enjoy them straight,
long or in stunning cocktails. Perfect for chefs looking for
inspirational food pairings or customers and bars looking
for something genuinely different, authentic, natural,
sustainable and on-trend.

Highland Liquor Company • C12
The Highland Liquor Company are the creators of
exceptional handmade spirits in Ullapool in the North
West Highlands of Scotland. Seven Crofts, our original
spirit, is a small batch London Dry gin, hand distilled
and bottled in Ullapool. The gin is named after the
original seven private dwellings that made up Ullapool
in 1791. Fisherman’s Strength is our latest release, a
powerful coastal gin inspired by the human and natural
seafaring heritage of Ullapool. Following in the footsteps
of the original settler, we have been inspired to create
exceptional handmade spirits.

Holy Island Gin • B30
Holy Island Gin, the heart and soul of Northumbria,
distilled and bottled on the idyllic tidal Holy Island. Each
bottle of gin is uniquely crafted to deliver the essence of
island life in a bottle. Holy Island Gin has eleven carefully
selected botanicals, very juniper forward with a citrus
kick, a proper dry gin. They distill each small batch on a
250l still using the most traditional and quality methods
along with vapour infusion to create a fine and delicately
flavoured gin. The true Spirit of High Tide.

Hrafn Gin • D10
(Hrafn, pronounced “Ra-Vn” meaning Raven in Old Norse.)
The story of HRAFN GIN is the saga of two whisky-loving
brothers, Callum and Peter Sim, and their journey to create
premium and ultra-premium gins of character. A Scottish Gin
that is deeper in taste, longer in finish and so smooth you can
enjoy it neat!
Distilled in Royal Deeside in the heart of Aberdeenshire, these
brothers’ incredible gins, are enjoyed from North America to
Asia. HRAFN GIN has achieved wide recognition in its three
years since launching winning over 15 international awards,
including most recently both a coveted Master and a gold medal
at the Global Gin Masters 2021.

Inverclyde Gin • E14
Their coastal gin was created as a tribute to Inverclyde,
commitment to the locals and to showcase the area’s rich
nautical history. As the Spirit of Inverclyde, their gin represents
everything the locals know and love about their local region.
The coastal botanicals including sea buckthorn and sapphire give
their gin its nautical character to reflect the marine environment
Inverclyde is famous for, while hints of orange give it a fresh
citrus twist.
Joining In Inverclyde Gin, their sister brands Just the Mixer, Lilo Hard
Seltzer and Drinks Lab Spirits are available to sample and purchase!

Jackton Distillery – Home of Raer Craft Spirits • E26
Jackton Distillery is an exciting, new, independent craft
distillery in the village of Jackton on the outskirts of East
Kilbride. Their RAER Craft Spirits team have already
swooped two world awards for RAER Handcrafted Jackton
Gin and RAER Blended Scotch Whisky and are currently
working on bringing us a complete grain to glass experience.
RAER Jackton Gin is juniper led with the perfect balance of
pepper and fresh, fruity notes. Best served over ice with a
refreshingly light fizzy tonic, garnished with a squeeze and
slice of lemon.
This family business has even changed the way we think about
drinking whisky! Pair their signature blend with lemonade and a
big squeeze of fresh lime – it’s simply delicious!
Like, share and follow @RAERspirits to join them on their
exciting journey.

The Little Margarita Truck • D4
The Little Margarita Truck is a totally unique and bespoke
mobile margarita bar, new to the market and based in West
Central Scotland. Specialising in margaritas (as the name
suggests!) that come frozen, shaken, fruity and spicy, they
promise a margarita for every taste. With sangrias, tequilas,
Mexican beers and Jarritos also on offer this eye catching
little truck is a popular and welcome addition at any event
and is available for private hire.

Locksley Distilling • D22
A small, independent distillery, based in the heart of
Sheffield, making their flagship Sir Robin of Locksley Gin, the
centrepiece of the core range.
As well as gin, they make rums, vodkas, and liqueurs, and
are also proud to work on other contract projects, and
collaborations. Although they acknowledge that they will
never be the biggest distillery around, they strive to be the
best.
Their home in Portland works, a Victorian cutlery factory, and
the birthplace of stainless steel, is open for tasting tours, and
their ever popular gin school. A small, independent distillery,
based in the heart of Sheffield, making their flagship Sir Robin
of Locksley Gin, the centrepiece of the core range.

Old Bakery Gin • E21
As served in Buckingham Palace! Plumber Ian Puddick bought
an old bakery in 2012, whilst converting it into an office.
During a legal dispute over ownership of the chimney Ian
learnt that the bakers once made illicit gin at the bakery. Ian
tracked down the original recipe which only has 4 botanicals
and resurrected the gin. The range also now includes Old
Bakery Rum.

Orkney Distilling Ltd. • C24
Their award winning, hand crafted gins blend the traditional
inspiration we take from the Viking heritage of the islands
whilst also delivering a contemporary spectrum of locally
grown botanical flavours. When creating Kirkjuvagr Orkney
Gin on the shores of Kirkwall Bay, they thought it fitting to
seek out a connection to our Viking ancestors that ran deeper
than just the name. By combining history and local expertise,
as well as a passion for gin and attention to detail, they have
produced a spirit that is ‘Unmistakably Orcadian.’

Orkney Gin Company • D24
Award Winning Orcadian distillers taking inspiration from
Orkney’s rich history and folklore. We have brought our brand
new (only launched last week!) award winning Aatta gin for
you to try. It’s presented in a stunning bespoke bottle which
beautifully showcases the slow distilled spirit inside. We are the
creators of the first (three star Great Taste Award winning)
Scottish Akvavit – Scandinavia’s own version of gin, made
with caraway instead of juniper. It’s certainly not one to miss
tasting whether you’re a gin lover or a Viking at heart! Our
Great Taste Award winning gin range available to sample and
purchase also includes: zesty Rhubarb Old Tom, fresh and floral
Johnsmas and warming and smooth Mikkelmas.

Pickering’s Gin • E23
Co-founded by Marcus Pickering and Matt Gammell in 2013,
botanically engineered, award winning Pickering’s Gins are
all based on an original Bombay recipe scribbled down in
1947. From Edinburgh’s first exclusive gin distillery in over
150 years, Pickering’s produce small batches of hand crafted,
beautifully balanced gins.

Pilgrim’s Drinks • E10
Born overlooking St Andrews, Pilgrim’s Original Gin is a small
batch handcrafted gin, which has taken the savoury, earthy
notes of juniper, coriander, and angelica, complimented them
with the sweet, acidic flavour of grapefruit an interesting
twist of liquorice and blended with blackcurrant.
Complementing our Original gin is Pilgrim’s award-winning
range of gin liqueurs. We have travelled to the ends of the
earth to source the finest ingredients that make our gin
liqueurs so special.
New to the range for 2021 is our Pilgrim’s Premium Pink: Watermelon & Wild Berry flavour. A must have for
this Summer!

Ramsbury Single Estate • B20
The Ramsbury distillery is in their 19,600 acre estate, tucked in
the rolling hills outside of the village Ramsbury. Each year a single
field is chosen to harvest, which supplies the distillery with the
finest quality wheat for the full years production.The spirit starts
on the estate as Horatio Wheat.The Ramsbury estate prides
itself on being an environmentally conscious farm.This is done
by refusing to use any products in the production process that
cannot be provided by the estate.
Ramsbury Gin - A crisp, full bodied gin in which floral notes
combined with our defining botanical, quince, gives it a
moreish and sweet palate. It’s perfect when paired with a
classic Indian tonic, a slice of apple and lime and plenty of ice.
Ramsbury Vodka - An elegant blend that’s silky, light and
lusciously creamy. Lavish chocolate notes meld into fresh
bursts of aniseed and a juicy citrus tang rounds it off.

Rascal Gin • E28
A small Liverpool-based brand, launched in 2019 by an
ex-teacher, turned booze enthusiast, formerly of Tinker
Gin. Rascal offers a distinctive range of gins exploring bold
notes of passion fruit, raspberry, blood orange and pink
peppercorn. The distilled base for all expressions is fresh,
zesty and citrusy. The gins are all 40% abv, and despite sweet
characteristics, none have any added sugar - fruity, citrusy but
dry. Nothing artificial, nothing pretentious, everything tasty.

Shoogle Spirits • C20
Shoogle Scottish Dry Gin has a citrus forward flavour profile
that is as good to drink neat as it is with tonic water or in
your favourite cocktail. Their gin is made in batches of 200
bottles at a time using a botanical base of juniper, coriander
seed, angelica root, orange and cardamom blended with
more peculiar ingredients such as kumquat, baobab, tonka
bean and pink peppercorn. A total of eleven botanicals are
used to distil something unique that we are incredibly proud
to put our family seal of approval on and bring to you to
enjoy responsibly.

Sixtowns Gin • E18
Bros Distillery is a family run business located in the heart
of the country in Stoke-on-Trent, Staffordshire. They
use knowledge passed down by generations linked with
intelligent award-winning distillery equipment which makes
for a truly unique combination and authentic spirits. The
Sixtowns brand is known for its unique design and delicious
drinks. Each bottle of Sixtowns is handcrafted in small
batches to their secret family recipe, bottled and labelled by
hand with pride for our heritage and the landscape. In every
bottle of Sixtowns they present a unique story of history.

Spirit O’Clyde Drinks Company
Their family has been part of the Clydebank community all
of their lives which they are very proud of. AR BAILE is the
name of their Gins and is Scottish Gaelic for “Our Town”
They us the best botanicals that include Pink Peppercorns,
Lemongrass, Burdock and Liquorice Root. Old Shipyard
is their Rum and is a celebration of the iconic Clydebank
Shipyards of years gone by. Their interesting range of spiced
infusions include Scotch Bonnet, Cassia Bark, Ginger Root
and Orange peel. Their spirits are hand bottled and labelled
by the family along the Clyde.

Stockport Gin • B12
Stockport Gin was founded by husband and wife team, Paul
and Cheryl and was created out of their love of craft gins
and wanting to put Stockport on the ‘gin map’! They started
out distilling at home in their garage but now work from a
town centre distillery where they also have a shop and offer
tours and events. They produce their range of multi-award
winning gins themselves and are involved in each and every
step of the process - foraging botanicals, distilling, bottling,
labelling and the all-important job – taste testing!

The Sweet Potato Spirit Company • D12
Based in Pershore, Worcestershire The Sweet Potato Spirit
Company make Sweet Potato Spirits. With Spirit. Crisp gins.
Smooth Liqueurs. Pure Vodkas. Fabulous Rums. A modern-day
Gold Medal winning twist on the moonshines that started it
all. Their UK-first range created to satisfy the most discerning
drinker no matter the occasion. The Sweet Potato Spirit
Company have won multiple awards since they launched in
2016. ‘The World Food Innovation Award’ for ‘ Best New
Artisan Spirit’ and have won medals in four different highly
respected World Spirit Competitions as well as recently
adding five Great Taste Awards to their trophy cabinet.

Tarsier Southeast Asian Spirit • B18
Launched in 2018, Tarsier is now enjoyed in 21 countries
around the world. Tim and Sherwin’s creations are inspired
by their Southeast Asian adventures across the Philippines,
Vietnam, Thailand and Cambodia where they also met the
endangered tarsier primates to which a proportion of their
profits go towards their conservation. On their return to
England, they had an idea; to distil the essence of Southeast
Asia and bring something new and innovative to the
spirits category - creating the first Southeast Asian Gin, a
celebration of the people they met, the places they travelled
to, and the ingredients they discovered.

West Winds Gin • C16
Founded in 2010, West Winds Gin is a story of mateship,
kinship and steering an uncharted course together – often
over coming incredible adversity along the way. It’s fair to say
they have always kept an eye on their vision to celebrate the
unique botanicals of this ancient land, and to forge a new
path for distinct Australian gins on the worlds stage. In fact
it took 12 months and 45 distillations to develop their first
two gins, the Sabre and Cutlass, before they even officially
launched in the market.
They value the land and proudly source local ingredients
directly from growers, choosing to use environmentally
sustainable produce where possible including Banksia Honey,
Native Bush Tomatoes, Davidson Plums, Native Thyme,
Lemon Myrtle, Cinnamon Myrtle, Strawberry Gum Leaves,
Sloe Berries and Sea Parsley to name a few.

Whitby Distillery • D18
Whitby Distillery offers a range of spirts for all ginthusiasts
including the BEST BRITISH LONDON DRY and fruit gins.
At Whitby Distillery they roam the rugged coastline and dip
below the ocean’s surface to find enchanting ingredients
including Sugar Kelp and North York Moors Heather.

Zymurgorium Distillery • B28
Two brothers, one idea…and a million more. Launched in
Manchester in 2015 and the first registered still in greater
Manchester in a humble shed in northern moor with foraged
botanicals, Zymurgorium was born from a love of all things
botanical and scientific, a passion that continues through to
the present day. The very name encapsulates this, combining
‘zymurgy’, the scientific study of brewing & distilling and
‘emporium’ meaning shop.
The brothers remain the driving force behind the brand
today, where they continue to weave fantasy and myth into
everyday life through the Zymurgorium universe.
The journey continues in their state-of-the-art facility in Irlam,
where they create, distill and bottle all their own products.

S W E E T R H U BA R B
& R A S P B E R RY

TO N I C
WAT E R

NEW

#MIXWITHTHEBEST

HOW IT ALL BEGAN
Gin & Tonic. The quintessential British long
drink and one of the world’s most popular
cocktails. For decades, people focused on
their favourite spirits, despite the fact that
the mixer makes up ¾ of their drink.
Fever-Tree began in 2003 with a meeting of minds
and one simple premise: if three quarters of your
G&T is the tonic, wouldn’t you want it to be the best?
After months of research, Fever-Tree co-founders
Charles Rolls and Tim Warrillow, discovered a cinchona
ledgeriana (fever tree) plantation producing the
quinine of the highest quality. Located in the remote
Democratic Republic of Congo, there was no other
option but to head out to the plantation.
A similar pattern of investigations, trips and chance
conversations with ‘plant hunters’ yielded the other key
botanicals for the tonic recipe, including Mexican bitter
oranges and coriander to name just a few.
Launched in 2005, Fever-Tree Tonic is blended with
naturally sourced sugar and soft spring water, making it
perfectly balanced to complement the growing number
of premium spirits available on the market.

